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What is your role as a movement educator? 
My aim is the overall development of students. 
there are three phases in sports: teaching, 
training and coaching. teaching deals with 
exercise and warm up. Warm up is of great 
importance as it prepares our body. the theory is 
that one cannot switch from the first gear to the 
fifth gear. First, you need to learn the basics of 
any sport. For example, there are 100 students, 
if amongst them 70 opt for training and the 

remaining 30 go for coaching, then, for selection, we check the skills of 
the player and finally, it comes down to 10 or 20, who can be moulded for 
the games.

Why is physical education important in the elementary curriculum? 
Physical education means fitness. If our body is fit then we can perform 
well in any sport. physical exercise has great importance and it should be 
practiced from childhood.

How do you motivate students who do not actively participate?
i always  encourage  them by saying that our aim is to develop moral citizens  
for  the country. Winning or losing is a part of life, one should believe in 
participation and willing endeavours.

What message would you like to give to the students of today
about their negative attitude towards physical workouts?
i would like to tell them that ‘health is Wealth’ and for sound health and 
mind, we need to work out regularly. After all -
“youth are the assets of the nation”.

Ved Shinde, Literary Head

edItorIal ColuMn

the current edition  of school newsletter once again brings lots of 
exciting stuff and facts regarding the development of the  school. this 
edition deals with our beloved and respected teachers who put in their 
heart and soul for our development and well being.
it  will surely  help  all of us to know our teachers in a  better way. our
hardworking and dedicated teachers organize many functions and 
activities for our academic development. We ought to show our heartfelt
gratitude towards them by improving our performance in all fields.
i hope you all will be delighted to read this edition of ‘Bonjour’ and give 
your valuable feedback. i thank all the teachers and students who have 
put in their efforts for this edition.
thank you!

IntervIew of atul
GoSavI

(CrICKet CoaCh)
dMe, Ba, PurSuInG B.P.ed,
nIS (natIonal InStItute of

SPortS, Gujarat)

What is your role as a movement educator?
As a sports teacher, the major task is to
motivate students. there is only 10 percent
of teaching work and the other 90 per cent is
to motivate the students. i am here to foster
amongst them the worth of ‘99% perspiration
and 1% inspiration’.

When did you realize that physical
education is your calling?
i have always loved to play, but at the age of 30, i 
switched over from a professional player to a sports coach and thus started 
delivering my strategies and skills to the students.

How has physical education changed in the last 10 years? How do
you think it will change in the future?
in the last 10 years, there have been noticeable changes in terms of
cricket coaching. nowadays, the coaches know how to treat injuries and 
prescribe apt exercises relevant to a particular sport. these minute details 
add to the qualitative execution of the game.
india is developing in sports; the parents are becoming aware of the 
“importance of sports” and are letting their children play. in careers like 
sports, we have to keep the same passion throughout, to achieve the desired 
set goal.

Why is physical education important in the elementary curriculum?
physical education is very important for children as their eating habits have 
changed drastically. the need for a physical workout has increased because 
of the unhealthy food habits students have a tendency to indulge in.

Describe the best lesson you have taught to the students. ?
in my class, i always say that ‘winning or losing is a part of the game’ but, 
eventually what matters is participation.
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MeMoraBle vISIt to the 
GraPe County reSort

vISIt to yaShwantrao 
Chavan PlanetarIuM and 
SCIenCe Centre, naShIK

A wave of joy triggered amongst the 5th standard students, when the 
teacher announced that the school has arranged a field visit to Grape 

County resort. each one of us planned to bring delicious snacks in their 
tiffins. My classmates and I got busy deciding what to wear. On Saturday 
morning we started our journey with great excitement. We were travelling 
in our school bus. it was a rainy day. nature was at its best, beautiful and 
mesmerizing. The flowers danced merrily with the breeze. Everyone was 
excited as we reached the resort. A visit to such an incredible place was an 
amazing experience for us students as we got an opportunity to enrich our 
reading skills in one of the cottages which gave a feel of being on a hill 
station. We composed poems in the lap of nature. We read a book to write 
a review and played a knowledge game. the time was completely devoted 
for the enhancement of reading skills, developing our knowledge for the 
poignant characters, the edition, illustrator, the value and the core elements 
highlighted from the book read. We shared our snacks with our friends. 
After enjoying to the fullest, we came back happily with sweet memories 
of the visit.

the field trip to ‘Yashwantrao Chavan Planetarium and Science Centre, 
Nashik’, was indeed a flight through the universe. The magnificent 

planetarium building captivated the students. Before the students proceeded 
to the sky theatre, there was an informative session which had photographs 
and valuable information of scientists like Albert einstein, homi Jahangir 
Bhaba and several others. the entrance to the planetarium led us to a huge 
hall with recliner chairs inside. A 3d movie was shown which included 
constellations like Great Bear (Saptarishi) and sun signs as well.
the students stayed glued through a description of our solar system, trying 
to understand the details and identifying the different planets and even 
learning to recognize constellations. it was fun knowing one’s weight on 
the moon and other planets. there were a few other exhibits like solar and 
Lunar eclipses at the planetarium which enlightened the learners.
As the lights dimmed and the journey through the stars began, the excitement 
among the students was overwhelming. The celestial bodies personified 
themselves in the massive dome theatre. the show was extremely good 
and provided a good visual experience as well as factual knowledge of 
astronomy.Parineeta Rajole, V A Ritesh Sakhare, VII D

IndePendenCe day 
CeleBratIon

i am a blessed child as i live in an independent nation. 
the word ‘independence’ means a lot to me. so, 

the celebration of ‘independence day’ is always the 
most awaited day for me. this year too, there was 
a great celebration in our school. i was privileged 
and honoured to be a participant of this great event. 
i participated in the patriotic song Competition 
‘Jayostute’.  i performed on behalf of Wisdom house.
Being a good vocalist, i practiced a lot for the 
competition. When the day of the competition dawned, 
i sang the song from the depth and bottom of my 
heart. the applause of the audience was the greatest 
appreciation for me. i enjoyed the programmes 
conducted and enacted by other participants. the 
programme on independence day deeply indebted 
me to the martyrs of our country for their sacrifice. 
indeed, our school made it a memorable experience 
and i was very glad and proud to be a part of such a 
remarkable event.

Mrunmayee Dharmadikari, VII C
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how our teaCherS 
dISCIPlIne uS! I want to Go 

to SChool

our reSolutIon

At the beginning of the day,
We go to school in the morning,

then in class everyone starts making noise,
then our class teacher comes and she says,

shut up boys! don’t make any noise,
And girls you are also not so nice,

Always increasing your voice,
And when the period gets over,

our Maths teacher comes,
she asks “did you do the homework sums?”

some say yes and some say no, 
then no one gets a tight slap,
And for yes ones another clap.
And when the period gets over,

Our G.K teacher comes and asks,
“Did you learn G.K and see the movie P.K?”

everyone starts shouting the answer,
Then our G.K teacher says,

“ you boys, can’t you keep quiet?”,
And you girls acting like a nurse,

then everyone keeps quiet,
And when the period gets over,
We go to the ground for games,

And eat a packet of gems,
After playing when the period gets over,
our hindi teacher comes and she says:
“Girls, did you put a bindi for Hindi?”

then we go home and sleep tight whole night.

Why can’t you teach me?
Am i not a part of the world?

i love to study
But is there any school for us?

i steal my brother’s books
Aren’t they needed to learn?

i beg to go to school
But no one supports!

is this hell for me?
in which i can’t live?

i’m a girl, give me justice
As i’ll give birth to a new generation!

What if i too don’t teach them?
how’ll india grow?

so please support me.
i promise i’ll go!

this is our home nation,
For its Conservation,

We shall take a resolution,
to Create a revolution,

Just start its preparation,
By doing Afforestation,

it’s all because of industrialization,
there is a big threat named Urbanization.

For your information,
discourage deforestation,

say no to pollution,
And start water Conservation,

Join hands and do lots of plantation.

the one who gave us future,
the one who gave us brightness,

Who showed the path, 
it’s only the teacher.

one who takes our hands, 
opens our minds;

Who gives the key,
to open the lock of success

they never want
Any gift from us,
But only expect 

‘our bright sunny Future’.

t- talented

e- energetic

A- Able

C- Cheerful

h- hard working

e-enthusiastic

r-remarkable

“A teacher takes the hand, 
opens the mind and touches the heart!”

Jiya Jaiswal, V A 
Sanika Wadje, V A

Anjali Tripathi, V B

Jessica Joby, IX C

A.V. Bhavika, VII A Harshita Ponaganti, VI A

innovative coMposers
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events

janMaShtaMI CeleBratIon

tIny totS CeleBratInG the advent of ‘lord KrIShna’ wIth GoPIS

GlIMPSeS of “Sawan Mela”- ItS raInInG all the way…

Sawan Mela

Cloud Song

“r” Song

umad Ghumad Song aga Bai dhagu Bai

rain drops and lemon drops

umbrellas Go up
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GreetInG Card MaKInG
develoPInG KIneSthetIC SKIllS In a CreatIve way

 ‘learnInG By doInG’

PalM PrIntInG aCtIvIty 
 GettInG aCquaInted wIth the trI-Color 

throuGh PalM PrIntInG aCtIvIty

Green day
ConveyInG the MeSSaGe of “Save the envIronMent” 

throuGh a fun- fIlled aCtIvIty of Green day

activities
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 CeleBratIon of aShadI eKadaShI

GoPal Kala 
CeleBratIon

quIt IndIa MoveMent 

secondary section

 GloBe MaKInG aCtIvIty for 
ConCePtual learnInG of 

GeoGraPhy
An activity of Globe Making was conducted for the students of 
class 6th. As soon as we were told about the requirements like ball 
and markers of various colours, i was really anxious for the activity. 
each one of us brought the required material and  marked the heat 
Zones and various divisions of the globe. it was a novel idea to 
study the Globe in a way which could enhance the understanding for 
the latitudes and longitudes. “Geography was never so interesting 
before this activity”, said one of my friends.

students representing the legend of child-god 
krishna stealing butter in the form of a ‘human 
pyramid’, breaking an earthen pot filled with curd. 

inculcating the feeling of 
patriotism and sacrifice, 

commemorating the endeavours 
of legendary  freedom fighters, 

performing a skit based on 
‘Bharat Chhodho Andolan’.

Devoted congregation 
towards Lord Vitthal

students dressed as 
Warkaris along with  girls 

carrying tulsi plants 
and boys with cymbals 
enchanting the name of 
“Lord Vitthal” left the 
audience spellbound. 

Devi Nair,VI A
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secondary section

Puzzle

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

B H E H M
P R B D
N W D L
B H G A
E P H T

A J H
I A B H T
H L A D
M C
A E N

• A hundredth part of a dollar. ___________________________
• Past tense of ‘send’  ___________________________

• Close or near   ___________________________
• Short for goodbye  ___________________________

• A device for stopping a vehicle ___________________________
• To crack or split  ___________________________

• A combination of tones  ___________________________
• A thick string or a thin rope. ___________________________

• Couple   ___________________________
• A fruit that grows on a tree. ___________________________

• Red flower with thorny stem ___________________________
• Lines; opposite of columns ___________________________

• Past tense of eat  ___________________________
• An even number  ___________________________

• Past tense of blow  ___________________________
• A colour   ___________________________

• To bite and crush with teeth ___________________________
• To select   ___________________________

• Food made from grains  ___________________________
• A story presented in parts ___________________________

Homophone Quiz

• Cent
• Sent

• By
• Bye

• brake
• break

• chord
• cord

• pair
• pear

• rose
• rows

• ate
• eight

• blew
• blue

• chews
• choose

• cereal
• serial

Homophone Quiz Answers

homophones are words that sound the same 
but have different spellings and meanings.

read the meanings and guess the homophones:

  1. the city where Jesus was born.

  2. The birth place of  Mahatma Gandhi.

  3. the capital of india.

  4. The  place  of  Gautam  Buddha’s   enlightenment.

        5. the largest land animal.

  6. The Samadhi of  Mahatma Gandhi.

  7. A famous salt Lake in rajasthan.

  8. the country below the sea level.

  9. the seat of  russian government.

10. Here the first Olympics were held.

Seva dIwaS-a day to Show 
GratItude towardS the 

SuPPort Staff

seva diwas is a day celebrated in our school  every year. it is a day 
when love, respect and gratitude is expressed towards our support 
staff . The students of Grade I and II were excited to show their 
love by performing dances on songs  “Ganesh Vandana” and “Desh 
Mera Rangeela”. Later our dear Principal Ma’am gave them flowers 
and greeting cards. At last ,our loving supporting staff enjoyed the 
delicious meal.

Harshit Singh, II B
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BooK revIew-
ConneCt the dotS

Why can’t I?

Books are the treasures of our life which help 
us to fulfill and enhance our knowledge.  In 
today`s developing world, technology is 
developing at a very high speed but at any 
time, any era, books will always remain 
at the top and will keep providing us the 
knowledge.
the book ‘Connect the dots’, By rashmi 
Bansal, inspires us to lead interesting, 
passionate and meaningful lives. this book is 

basically a book written on twenty entrepreneurs who have just completed 
their M.B.A. and try to find the path to success individually and become the 
owners of multi-national companies through their hard work.
In this book , stories of famous entrepreneurs like  Prem Ganpathy of Dosa 
plaza, r. sriram of Crossword and Chetan Maine of the  prestigious Car 
company ‘reva’ have been revealed in a way which is motivational for the 
young minds of india.
the author, rashmi Bansal is a very respectable and inspiring youth writer 
in the field of literature. She has contributed many inspiring books to 
motivate people. She wrote her first book at the age of nineteen which was 
a big hit. the books like ‘stay hungry stay Foolish’, ‘i have a dream’, are 
also some of the biggest hits by rashmi Bansal. she has been felicitated 
with the ‘Emerging Youth Writer Award’ in the year 2010.
this book comprises of 330 pages with stories of the famous personalities 
of india. this book caters to the needs of the students of classes Viii, iX, X 
specifically in choosing a better career option for a bright future.
Books always keep inspiring us and help us to walk on the steps of success. 
i have truly been inspired by this book a lot.  

oh i can’t!
But how i want......
to enjoy the joke and laugh and giggle like you
But i’d look rather foolish in people’s view.
you make a hue and cry when in pain
But mine i hide, shed tears in vain.

oh i can’t
But how i want
to run about, play games,
Alas! Can just sit, keep count of their various names.
Climbing, hopping, skipping, jumping are all adventures
here i’m told to behave as a ‘decent teacher’.

oh i can’t 
But how i want
to scribble, scratch and erase at my free will in all places
But i take away the innocent imagination  
playing my own game with red ticks and crosses.

oh i can’t 
But how i want
to look out through the window at the blue-blue sky
Fluttering of leaves and the colourful birds that fly.
But i shut your imaginative mind 
With boring colours of black and white.

Believe me, dear child, i grudge you not a bit 
But would like to be: a carefree student
For a single day, for just a few minutes.

Adwait Waghmare,  IX C

KaShMIrI Shufta / KaShMIrI deSSert 
Made wIth MIXed dry fruItS

recipe corner

this traditional ‘kashmiri dessert’ especially made during 
festivals and marriages in kashmir is nothing but a mixture of 

various dry fruits and spices coated with sugar syrup. dry fruits 
are first soaked in water for some time and then mixed with ghee, 
various spices powders and sugar. here is a simple recipe to make 
“kashmiri shufta”.
• Soak almonds, cashew nuts, big raisins, pistachios and walnuts in 
water for 30 mins.
• Soak dry dates in another bowl.
• Cut the soaked dates into small pieces and remove the seeds.
• Heat ghee in a plate.
• Fry the coconut till slightly brown.
• Place it in a plate.
• Fry paneer pieces in the same ghee till slightly browned.
• Drain the water from the dry fruits and add them in the pan.
• Add the fried coconut.
• Add sugar, black pepper powder, cinnamon powder and dry ginger 
powder, saffron and rose petals in the pan.
• Cook till the sugar dissolves.
• Serve it immediately.
• If making it for later use, re-heat before serving.

Rushabh Mandlik, VIII CRita Dutta 
(English Faculty)

teaCher’S day 
“Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu, Guru Devo Maheswara,
Guru Sakshat Parah Brahma Tasmayshree Gurve Namah”
A teacher in Hindu culture is considered an equal to God. He 
is compared to Lord Vishnu, Brahma and shiva. the devotion one shows 
towards God, the same devotion needs to be shown towards a teacher.
india has been celebrating ‘teacher’s day’ on 5th September since 1962. 
the day commemorates the birthday of dr. sarvapalli radhakrishnan, a 
philosopher and a teacher whose contribution towards indian education is 
par excellence.  dr. radhakrishnan believed that teachers should be the best 
minds in the country. On this significant day, we fondly remember the great 
educationist apart from to and also honour the teachers who have made our 
lives meaningful by serving as beacons of light.
the birthday of dr. radhakrishnan came to be celebrated as ‘teacher’s 
day’ when one day some of his students and friends requested him to allow 
them to celebrate his birthday. in reply dr. radhakrishnan said, “instead 
of celebrating my birthday separately, it would be my proud privilege if 
5th september is observed as ‘teacher’s day’ ”. From then onwards, dr. 
radhakrisnan’s birthday is observed as ‘teacher’s day’ across india.
schools all over india celebrate ‘teacher’s day’ giving an opportunity 
of transition from the role of a student to that of a teacher to the senior 
students. It is a fun-filled activity to see the students as teachers. Some 
students also write poems and messages for teachers. some bring gifts like 
flowers and greeting cards to show gratitude towards their teachers in return 
to which even teachers take the vow to be sincere and dedicated towards 
their profession with a determined will to create competent citizens.
i  remember one of the profound thoughts by A.p.J Abdul kalam which 
says, “if a country is to be corruption free and become a nation of beautiful 
minds, i strongly feel there are three key societal members who can make a 
difference. they are the father, mother and the teacher”.

Kritika Bhat (English Faculty)


